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The aesthetic consciousness of a singer plays a key role in well combining 
“art” and “skill” during his or her singing process. Therefore, a singer should 
attach importance to the aesthetic consciousness in singing practices. Despite 
good voice, a singer could hardly interpret a song wonderfully without 
improving his or her aesthetic judgment, recognizing a song’s emotional 
characteristics or making a general comprehension and balance processing of the 
song. That explains why, for singers with similar voice conditions and singing 
skills, those who are strong in aesthetic judgment would give splendid 
performances and win warm applauses from the audiences when they interpret 
the same song. In this paper, the author aims to explore the theories on aesthetic 
consciousness and make them guide her own singing practices. She then goes 
further to analyze how to help the students establish aesthetic consciousness in 
vocal teaching practices. The paper is composed of three parts: 
The 1st part mainly introduces the core definition of aesthetic consciousness 
and lays its theoretic foundation. It then proposes to improve singers’ awareness 
on the importance of aesthetic consciousness from four respects of aesthetics: 
voice, music sense, emotion and image. 
The 2nd part demonstrates the function of guidance of aesthetic 
consciousness in practices through analyzing an example——《Ah, fors’é lui che 
l’anima》by Violétta in 《La Traviata》——from its historical background, the 














performing this opera. 
Based on the author’s teaching practices, the 3rd part analyses kinds of 
problems resulting from the students’ differences in the level of aesthetic 
consciousness and thus makes it more necessary and urgent to help the students 
build vocal aesthetic consciousness. 
In conclusion, this paper builds the theoretic framework for the vocal 
theoretic consciousness from the view of musical aesthetics. It also makes 
analyses and conclusions for vocal singing and teaching with specific examples. 
These are of meaning of illumination and guidance for the students involved in 
vocal music. 
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① 何乾三选编：《西方哲学家、文学家、音乐家论音乐》，《音乐研究》，1981 年第 2 期。  












































































第二节  音乐感觉的审美 
 
演唱者的表演，音乐感觉的美感是歌唱审美的重要方面。歌唱艺术的审
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